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ABSTRACT

A phase shift interferometer with an improved phase unwrapping is presented. The nanometer resolution XY stage is
integrated into the standard temporal phase shifting interferometer. The nanometer resolution XY stage is used to
position specimen in subpixel of CCD detector, therefore CCD detectors sampling frequency is made high. This paper
presents spatial sampling of CCD and two scanning algorithms, whose simulation and experiment results are also
presented. The results show that the scanning algorithms make CCD detector's sampling frequency high, and phase
unwrapping is improved also.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Since Phase Shift Interferometry (PSI) is detected in early 17C, PSI is used for the inspection of optical components
surface. PSI is developed from simple inspection to direct 3-D measuring system by laser and computer. PSI has many
applications for precise surface measuring, because it has easy setting and high resolution and high speed noncontact 3-
D shape measurement.'3 Since PSI calculates surface heights through tan function, 2it-ambiguity arises and causes
that PSI cannot reconstruct rougher surface than X/4. The height difference between neighboring two points of surface
is larger than X14, the height is calculated some value which is less than ?/4. Surface measuring algorithms are R bucket
which divide a period into equal lengths4, 4 bucket which divide a period into t/2, 3 bucket and 5bucket which are
special cases of R bucket, etc. There are several phase unwrapping methods such as multi-step phase unwrapping using
mathematical morphology, least square error method that connects softly the information of phase. But these methods
cannot reconstruct rough surface due to 2it-ambiguity. Equal large length wave source and white light interferometry
have been introduced.5
If the distance between two neighboring points is shorter, the middle points are known and measuring limit may be
overcome to improve phase unwrapping. The distance between two neighboring points is shorter, and lateral resolution
is improved better. It is possible to make optical system magnified, but it is not possible to magnify over 1 im due to
diffraction limit. The detection error of CCD is among the things that make lateral resolution poor. The detection error
of CCD is due to averaging the area of pixel size. It is impossible to make the pixel size smaller in hardware, but it is
possible to make the pixel size smaller in software by precise scanner. Therefore, the distance between two neighboring
points is shorter to improve phase unwrapping.67

2. SCANNING ALGORITHM
2.1 Spatial Sampling

CCD(charge coupled device) consist of an array of pixels with a given active area and spacing. The interferogram is
imaged onto the sensor, and the intensity pattern is averaged not only over the integration time of the sensor, but also
spatially over this active area.8
The signal measured at a specific pixel (mx,, ny,), m and n are integers, is found by integrating the time-averaged
interferogram intensity 11(x, y) over the active area of the pixel:
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I(mx,ny) = JfIj(x,y)rect(C_:xs ,
j9 flYs)dp (1)

Where this result is for the ith intensity frame, the rect function represents the
active area ofthe pixel, and a, are variables of integration.
The total sampled interferogram that is produced by this sensor and stored in
memory is given by assigning this result to a specific memory location and
summing over all of pixels:

S xy xyIi (x, y) = [I(x, y) * *rect(_,—)]comb(—,—) (2)ab xy
Where indicates a two-dimensional convolution, and the comb function is
an array of functions with the same spaces as the pixels.
The frequency-space representation of the sampled interferogram is obtained
through a Fourier transform of above equation

7;s ) = [2; i) sinc(a, b ii)] * *comb(x ,, .y i) (3)

Where , r are the spatial frequency coordinates, the indicates the Fourier transform, and the sinc function follows
Since the average over the pixel represented by the sinc function serves to low-pass filter the interferogram intensity
incident on the sensor, a convenient name for this term is the pixel MTF.

sin(ra) sin(ir/3)sinc(a,,8) =
za 7rfl (4)

We can see from Eq. 3 that the smaller pixel size a and b, pixel spacing x and y, the more original intensity. Since pixel
size a and b, pixel spacing x and y are geometric parameters, we can't change them in hardware, but we can change
them in software by scanning. The following chapters explain scanning algorithms.

2.2 Pixel Averaged Scanning Algorithm

Spacing x, y are related to sampling frequency at Eq. 2 and Eq. 3. Therefore, we can take more accurate intensity by
making sampling frequency higher, that is, by making spacing x, y
smaller. Pixel Averaged Scanning Algorithm (PASA) makes x, y smaller
in software as specimen's XY-stage scanned at less step size than CCD
pixel spaces. XY-stage is designed as hinge mechanism to guide linear
motion and it is driven by PZT actuator to provide fine motion.9 Fig. 4
shows that PASA can detect middle points, which can't be detected by
non-scanning method. PASA is applicable to phase wrapping problems
that arise from steep descent surface. Nevertheless, PASA can't retrieve
correct intensity's magnitude but intensity's magnitude averaged by pixel
MTF.

2.3 Subpixel Averaged Scanning Algorithm

Pixel MTF (Eq. 4) has CCD pixel size a and b. If we make pixel size a
and b smaller, and we can retrieve more accurate intensity's magnitudes
(Eq. 3). Subpixel Averaged Scanning Algorithm (SASA) makes pixel size
a and b smaller in software as specimen's XY-stage scanned at less step
size than CCD pixel size.
Intensity over area is equal to the total intensities over subarea.

* A = I. *4,. + JQ *
AQ

for I, I, 'K' .
'2 * A2 =

JQ
*

AQ + 'R * AR
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Fig. 1 CCD Sensor Geometry
a, b : pixel dimensions,
x, y : pixel spaces

Fig. 2 A pixel of CCD is divided in
software by scanning. I and 12 are
undivided pixel intensities per area and
I, I and 'K are divided intensities per
area. L x is scanned displacement. A1,
A2 are areas for IJ 12 and A, AQ, AR,

(5)
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Area is related to subarea.

A,, = A11
= A , A = A + AQ = A, + A11 = A! = A,

From Eq. 5 and Eq. 6, intensity over subarea is

'R =P +(I, _J)*()

(6)

(7)

Where. I and L are known from CCD. but I is unknown. If one pixel is known, the other subpixels are sequentially
known by Eq. 7. For instance, as we scan in two dimensional, X and Y axes, one column and one low must be known.
Some specimens, such as compact disk and semiconductor wafer and etc, which have plane part of surface satisfy above
condition. Fig. 5 shows that SASA can retrieve more accurate spatial frequencies as well as magnitudes. If we take the
following sampling frequency for band width(xb) according to Whittaker-Shannon Sampling Theorem, then we can
retrieve original surface.'°
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Fig. 4 Intensity taken by
PASA(pixel averaged scannin
algorithm). Intensity is

averaged by CCD's pixel, but
it's frequency is more
improved

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
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Fig. 5 Intensity taken by
SASA(subpixel averged
scanning algorithm). Intensity
is retrieved more correctly
with it's magnitude as well as
frequency.
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We setup Linnik interferometer (Fig. 6) and have
several experiments as well as simulations. We use
633nm He-Ne Laser.
On simulation, CCD's pixel size a and b are used
as both 10 .tm and CCD's pixel space x and y, are
used as both 10 tim. These conditions are ideal. Fig.
7 (A) is test surface whose descent is too steep to
overcome 2m-ambiguity problem, which arises
from sinusoidal function's periodicity when
neighboring two points at surface have above ?J4
height difference. Fig. 7 (B) is reconstructed
surface by the old method that does not scan. The
reconstructed surface is wrapped due to 2ir-
ambiguity. Fig. 7 (C) shows unwrapped surface
that has the same height as test surface but its shape.
This changed shape surface, predicted by chapter
2.2, are caused by averaging with CCD pixel size.

I I I

(8)

I i
Pixel size of CCD

Fig. 3 Intensity taken by Old
method(unscanned algorithm).
Intensity is averaged by CCD's
pixel.

4 I
Pixel size of CCD

Pixel size of CCD

Phase Shifter
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Fig. 6 The picture of Linnik interferometer
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Fig. 7 Simulation Results
X and Y axes are specimen's spatial coordinates, and Z
axis is surface height of specimen.
(A) Test, (B) Reconstructed by Non-Scanning method,
(C) PASA, (D) SASA

Fig. 8 Experiment Results
X and Y axes are specimen's spatial coordinates, and Z
axis is surface height of specimen.
(A) Reconstructed by Non-Scanning method, (B)
Reconstructed by PASA, (C) X-Z section of(A), (D) X
Z section of (B).
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Fig. 7 (D) shows unwrapped surface as well as the same shape. This result, predicted by chapter 2.3, shows that SASA
can retrieve spatial magnitude as well as spatial frequency.
On experiment, precision XY-stage and phase shifter are designed as monolithic flexure hinge mechanism and driven
by PZT to remove parasitic motions. Fig. 8 (A) and its section (C) are reconstructed surface by the old method that does
not scan. The wrapped surface shows that the height is 3 times less than unwrapped surface. Fig. 8 (B) and its section
(D) are reconstructed surface by PASA. The surface is unwrapped and its height is the same as specimen's height. As
SASA is propagation method and noise is accumulated, SASA didn't work on experiment but on simulation.
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